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Abby and Jonah's magical adventures continue in the 10th installment of Sarah Mlynowski's New

York Times best-selling series! This time the kids get mixed up in Hansel and Gretel's story. When

Abby and Jonah's magic mirror brings them into the story of Hansel and Gretel, they're determined

not to fracture this tasty fairy tale. They figure it'll be a piece of gingerbread cake - until Hansel and

Gretel turn out to be not so sweet. The brother and sister end up trapping Abby and Jonah in the

witch's candy house. So now it's up to the Smithville siblings to escape - and find their way back to

home sweet home!
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My daughter is devouring these books. She read this one in two days.They are great and she loves

them, keep it up.

Great series my 12 Year old loves them she's read them all 10 of them I recommend this series for

any young girl

My seven year old daughter was so excited to receive this book. She is enjoying reading it right

now.

I love the Whatever series. I started reading them to keep up with what my daughter's were reading.



I liked Sugar and Spice. It definitely had a more unusual plot twist than the others. But for some

reason this book did not have me reading, not wanting to put the book down.I enjoy what Sarah

writes. This book just seemed slightly zestless in parts. Almost as if Sarah used the same book form

from the last book to this one and then threw in the unusual plot twist...which I won't say as I don't

want to give the book away.I still gave her 5 stars because even if some of what she used was the

same, it is a great book for the group it is targeting.I am sure her next one about Abby will be out of

the park!

My 9 year old daughter and I are in love with this series! Could not wait for this one to come out and

started it the moment it arrived. Gripping stories, adventures that keep you turning the pages, and

exciting twists that make putting the book down hard. We are big fans and can't wait for more books

to come out!!!

My 8 year old loves this series and she has read every single title (in order). She was thrilled to get

this book from Santa and the fact that it was hardcover made it even more special for her! She

finished it in one afternoon. She cannot wait for the next book to come out.

My granddaughter was so happy to get this book. She has been waiting all year for it to come out.

This series is great for 2nd-3rd graders and it is fun to read together. She can't wait for the next

book

I have read all the books in the series and I absolutely fell in love with it . I couldn't put it down and I

don't want to stop reading the series but it is not as interesting to me anymore probably because of

the I am eleven years old now but from ages of 8 to 10 are best sucked in buy this so I will now and

always give this series five stars . Great job Mrs.Mlynowski!
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